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"Whatever your mind can conceive and believe it can achieve." Napoleon Hill
Be prepared, therefore, when you expose yourself to the influence of this philosophy, to experience a
CHANGED LIFE which may help you not only to negotiate your way through life with harmony and
understanding, but also to prepare you for the accumulation of material riches in abundance.
Teaching, for the first time, the famous Carnegie formula for money-making, based upon the
THIRTEEN PROVEN STEPS TO RICHES.
Organized through 25 years of research, in collaboration with more than 500 distinguished men of
great wealth, who proved by their own achievements that this philosophy is practical.
In this paperback book you will find the link so you can download and start listen this great book.
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Dianazius
Amazon has done us a huge disservice by lumping all the reviews for the various "original" versions
of this book together. The version I purchased (black cover with money on the bottom, kindle
version) is riddled with errors where the publisher evidently SCANNED the book in and then didn't
bother to edit the results. Page numbers appear randomly in the middle of paragraphs, "m" appears
where clearly "in" was intended and in some cases paragraphs just end in the middle of a sentence.
This is a great book but some of the publishers have done a terrible job reproducing it and Amazon
isn't helping by grouping very different copies together in the same review group.
I hope to update this review when I find a less crappy copy of this book, but avoid the version with
the black cover with money on the bottom. (See pictures)
Xar
First, i was thinking that this book will only help me in the performance part of my life, by giving
tips, habits and principles of the most succesfull people on the planet. But my image of the book
changed when i read all of it. It helps also on how to become an incredible person, how to treat
people and how to see all that happens to you in a different way.
Second, it talks about BELIEVING, it says that in order to reach whatever you seek you first have to
believe and have faith in your abilities, in the plan that God has for you and to BELIEVE IN YOU!!
Also it teaches you that you need to have faith, persistance and very BIG BIG dreams. For all of you
that are reading this review i want to tell you THAT YOU CAN DO IT!! YOU WERE BORN TO BE
GREAT!! But people dont believe it because of what other people says about them but ignore the
negative people and STAY LOCKED WITH YOUR DREAM, DONT LET ANYONE TELL YOU WHAT TO
DO OR HOW TO THINK. IGNORE THEM AND STAY FOCUS ON YOUR PURPOSE. I WANT TO TELL
YOU THAT I BELIEVE IN YOU AND I LOVE YOU. YOU CAN MAKE IT!!!!!!!!!!
Xlisiahal
Finally! a clean and unabridged edition. I had to purchase two other editions before finding this one.
It is clean, good size font, and true to the original 1937 wording. Published by Dauphin Publications
ISBN 978-1939438256. Nice job!
shustrik
Despite the age of this book, I found the underlying lessons it contained to be highly relevant to my
life today. The most valuable ideas I gathered from this book:
1) You cannot acquire great wealth without a concrete plan for attaining that wealth, a serious
passion that compels you to act on your plan continuously, and great faith that your plan will allow
you to succeed.
2) Many of the world's greatest achievers were passionate to the point of obsession, and in order to
emulate their success you must cultivate a desire until it becomes an obsession.

3) Material success does not come solely as a result of knowledge acquisition, but rather from one's
ability to organize and transform specialized knowledge such that it can be delivered to a wide
audience in the form of a product or service.
4) Persistence often makes the difference between success and failure. It is a state of mind that is
essential to success and can be overcome through effort.
5) One of the common attributes of highly successful people is the ability to reach decisions quickly
and to change them slowly. Most of us are the opposite.
Abuseyourdna
I have read over 50 self-help books in my life so far. Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill is in my
TOP 5! In fact, I personally know two millionaires (one being a family member) and both HIGHLY
RECOMMEND this book! The family member originally moved to the United States in his early 30's
and hardly spoke a word of English. Actually started off delivering pizzas. One day he was gifted the
book Think and Grow Rich by a very wealthy customer. He devoured this book and read it over 20
times! A decade later he became a millionaire (Net Worth: ~10 Million USD). True story. In fact, if
you do your research you will learn that Think and Grow Rich has produced the most millionaires out
of any self-help product.
FRAUD ALERT ABOUT CLAIMED "UNABRIDGED" VERSIONS:
Yes, this is an amazing book! However, there are so many versions of this book. Amazon clumps all
of the reviews of the various editions in to one group which adds to the confusion. The BEST version
is the 1937 ORIGINAL. Many publishers of this book claim that there version is the 1937 ORIGINAL
UNABRIDGED. Then you read the introduction and find out that the publisher revised it, abridged or
"modernized" it. Thus making the original claim FALSE/LIE! Most interestingly, these
revised/updated versions remove essential key words such as the word VIBRATIONS. The
removal/substitution of this word completely changes the context of the sentence. I am a fairly
spiritual person and reading the original unmodified 1937 version was MUCH MORE PROFOUND to
me. In fact, so much of an affect that in 6 months of reading the original my salary increased by 50%
WHILE working from home 98%. Naturally, I gave away all of the other versions I had
I spent over 10 HOURS reading through many comments on Amazon and Google. My goal was to
find truly REAL 1937 ORIGINAL UNABRIDGED versions. Here are the BEST FORMATS of the
ACTUAL REAL 1937 ORIGINAL UNABRIDGED VERSIONS of Think and Grow Rich:
Kindle Version: Think and Grow Rich: The Original 1937 Unedited Edition - Created by the
OFFICIAL Napoleon Hill Foundation. Unfortunately, their physical book format is terrible. I think
they simply photocopied the original and then tried to fit it on each page. The results, the font is too
small and there is a TON of wasted white space for the margins. It is simply awful to read even
though the their intentions were good. The most readable physical book version I have found is by
Melvin Powers linked below.
Physical Book Version: Think and Grow Rich - Facsimile Edition that is by forward Melvin Powers.
Enjoy!
P.S. I would be grateful if someone could point me to a good quality audiobook that is 100% for
certain is a narration of the ACTUALLY REAL 1937 ORIGINAL UNABRIDGED VERSION.
MisTereO
I chose to read this book because I have met several people who have read it and they say, it's a
game changer . This book is filled with confirmation , spiritual truth , and wisdom beyond your
imagination. Reading this book could change your life if you adhere to the philosophies of many

great men; including Thomas Edison, Henry Ford and the great Dale Carnegie. These brilliant
business minds all used the philosophies put together in one book written by Napoleon Hill...This
book is brilliant!
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